CUTTER, RATCHET CABLE

Ratchet Cable Cutter (1.5 lbs/.7 kg)

Cat No: 45206
UPC No: 783310452065

Description

• Simple, one-hand operation
• Exclusive two-speed ratcheting mechanism adjusts for light/heavy cutting
• Well-suited for tight working spaces
• Blades can be opened mid-cycle
• Available with cushioned handles or with 1000V insulated cushioned handles

Specifications

• Application: For Tight Working Spaces
• Cutting Capacity Of Aluminum: 600.000 KCMIL (MCM) (300.000 SQ-MM) Maximum Use, 500.000 KCMIL (MCM) (240.000 SQ-MM) Frequent Use
• Cutting Capacity Of Communication Cables: 1-3/8 IN (35.000 MM) Diameter Frequent Use
• Cutting Capacity Of Copper: 600 KCMIL (MCM) (300.000 SQ-MM) Maximum Use, 500 KCMIL (MCM) (240.000 SQ-MM) Frequent Use
• Handle Type: Cushioned Grip
• Jaw Size: 1-7/16 IN (36.500 MM)
• Overall Length: 10.000 IN (254.000 MM)
• Replacement Part: 45218 Movable Blade, 45212 Fixed Blade And Handle
• Type: Ratchet
• Weight: 1.500 LB (0.700 KG)